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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
We consider singular boundary value problems for the P.D.E.
w xM u x s f x , u , x g V , 1.1 .  .  .
N w xwhere V is a smooth, strictly convex domain in R , N G 2, and M u s
 .det u , 1 F i, j F N is the so-called Monge]Ampere operator. Here´x xi j
 . Nx s x , . . . , x is a generic point in R . We consider two types of1 N
 .singular problems for 1 . In the first type, which we call boundary blowup
 .problems, we look for solutions which are smooth and satisfy 1.1 in V and
tend to infinity as x approaches ­ V, the boundary of V. Problems of this
type in which the Monge]Ampere operator is replaced by the Laplacian´
have been the subject of several investigations in recent years}see for
w xexample 1, 10, 12, 13, and 16 . The first paper concerning boundary
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blowup problems for the Laplace operator appears to be a 1916 paper by
w xBieberbach 2 . Bieberbach considers the problem
Du s eu , in V , 1.2 .
where V is a bounded domain in R2 with C 2 boundary, and shows that
there is a unique solution such that the difference
y2u x y ln d x .  . .
is bounded in V, where
d x s distance x , ­ V . .  .
w x w xExtensions of this result are given in 12 and 13 .
We shall show that if V is a smooth, strictly convex, bounded domain in
R N, N G 2, and
f x , j s p x e j , .  .
where p is a smooth function which is positive on V, then there exists a
 . ` .  .unique solution u of 1.1 in C V such that u x ª ` as x ª `.
Moreover, it is shown that the difference
 .y Nq1u x y ln d x .  . .
w xis bounded in V. In work related to a problem of Fefferman 9 , Cheng
w xand Yau 5 considered a similar blowup problem in which M is replaced
by the complex Monge]Ampere operator.´
Another type of boundary blowup problem for the Laplacian which
seems to be well understood is the problem
Du s p x ug in V .
1.3 . u x ª ` as d x ª `. .  .
w x Nwhere g ) 1. It follows from 1, 10, and 13 that if V ; R is sufficiently
regular and p is positive and smooth on V, then there exists a unique
 .solution of 1.3 and for x g V,
 .  .y2r gy1 y2r gy1c d x F u x F c d x , .  .  . .  .1 2
where c and c are positive constants. Results of this type are extended to1 2
w xthe case where D is replaced by the p-Laplacian in 8 .
We shall show that if V is a smooth, strictly convex, bounded domain in
N  .  . gR , N G 2, f x, j s p x j , where g ) N, then there exists a unique
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 . ` .  .  .solution of 1.1 in C V such that u x ª ` as dist x, ­ V ª 0. More-
over, there exist positive constants k and k such that for x g V,1 2
ya ya
k d x F u x F k d x .  .  .1 2
where
N q 1
a s .
g y N
 .  . gWe also show that if 0 - g F N and f x, j s p x j , where p is as
 .above, then there does not exist a solution of 1.1 in V such that
 .  .u x ª ` as d x ª 0.
Our tools in studying the two above-mentioned boundary blowup prob-
lems consist of a simple comparison result for the Monge]Ampere opera-´
 .tor Lemma 2.1 below , a subsolution]supersolution method, motivated in
w xpart by work of Lions 14 , existence theory for smooth solutions for
w xMonge]Ampere equations developed by Caffarelli et al. in 4 , and regu-´
w x w xlarity theory due to Pogorelov 17 in a form used by Tso in 18 .
 .A second type of singular problem for 1.1 is concerned with finding a
 .solution u of 1.1 , which is continuous on V and smooth on V, such that
 .u s 0 on ­ V and f x, j becomes infinite as j ª 0. Problems of this type
w x have also been considered when M u is replaced by Du. It is known see
Nw x w x.  .7 and 11 that if p x is positive and smooth on V and if V ; R ,
N ) 1, is bounded and sufficiently regular, then for g ) 1 there exists a
2 .  .unique u g C V l C V such that
yg
Du x q p x u x s 0 .  .  .  . in V for x g ­ V .u x s 0 .
Moreover, there are positive constants b and b such that for x g V,1 2
 .  .2r 1qg 2r 1qgb d x F u x F b d x . .  .  .1 2
In the final section we indicate briefly how the same subsolution]
supersolution method used to study boundary blowup problems can be
` .  .used to establish the existence of a unique function u g C V l C V
such that
yg¡ w xM u x s p x yu x in V .  .  . .~ u x - 0 in V .¢ u x s 0 x g ­ V .
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 .provided that g ) 1; V is smooth, strictly convex, and bounded; p x ) 0
on V; and p is smooth. We show that there are negative constants c and1
 .a  .  .ac such that c d x F u x F c d x in V where2 1 2
N q 1
a s .
N q g
We remark that a problem of this type has been considered by Cheng and
w x NYau 6 . They show that if V in R is convex and bounded but not
` .  .necessarily strictly convex then there exists a unique u g C V l C V
which is negative on V such that
Nq2¡ 1
w xM u x s y in V .~  /u x .¢ u x s 0 on ­ V . .
For clarity of presentation we first prove the existence of solutions of
various singular problems under the assumption that V is a strictly convex
bounded domain with ­ V of class C`. In the final section using a result of
w x w xLions 15 and ideas of the authors 13 , we show that it is enough that ­ V
is of class C 2.
2. BOUNDARY BLOWUP PROBLEMS
Our first main tool in this section, whose proof is given for complete-
ness, is the following elementary comparison result.
LEMMA 2.1. Let V be a bounded domain in R N, N G 2, and let
2 .  .  .u g C V l C V for k s 1, 2. Let f x, j be defined for x g V and j ink
 .some inter¨ al containing the ranges of u and u and assume that f x, j is1 2
strictly increasing in j for all x g V. If
 .  .i the matrix u is positi¨ e definite in V,1 x xi j
 . w x .   ..ii M u x G f x, u x , ; x g V,1 1
 . w x .   ..iii M u x F f x, u x , ; x g V,2 2
 .  .  .iv u x F u x , ; x g ­ V,then1 2
u x F u x , ; x g V . .  .1 2
 .Proof. Assuming the contrary, there exists x g V such that u x )0 1 0
 .u x and u y u assumed its maximum on V at x . Therefore, the2 0 1 2 0
matrix
u x y u x .  . .  .2 x x 0 1 x x 0i j i j
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is positive semidefinite at x . From the variational characterization of the0
w xeigenvalues of a symmetric matrix 2, p. 115 it follows that if a G1
  ..a G ??? G a are the eigenvalues of u x and b G b G ??? G b2 N 2 x x 0 1 2 Ni j
  ..are the eigenvalues of u x , then a G b , 1 F k F N. Since the1 x x 0 k ki j
  ..matrix u x is positive definite, b ) 0 for k s 1, . . . , N. Therefore,1 x x 0 ki j
we conclude that
w xf x , u x G M u x .  . .0 2 0 2 0
s a ??? a G b . . . b1 N 1 N
w xs M u x G f x , u x .  . .1 0 0 1 0
 .which is a contradiction to the assumption that f x, j is strictly increasing
in j . This proves the lemma.
We shall also need the following known result concerning interior
estimates for derivatives of smooth solutions of semilinear Monge]Ampere´
equations.
LEMMA 2.2. Let V be a bounded domain in R N, N G 2, with ­ V g C`.
`  ..  .  .  .Let f g C V = 0, ` with f x, j ) 0 for x, j g V = 0, ` . Let u g
` .C V be a solution of the Dirichlet problem
w xM u x s f x , u x g V .  .
D .  u x s c s constant x g ­ V , .
 .with 0 - u x - c in V. Let V9 be a subdomain of V with V9 ; V and
 .assume that a F u x F b for x g V9 and let k G 1 be an integer. There exists
a constant C* which depends only on k, a, b, bounds for the deri¨ ati¨ es of
 .  . w x  .f x, j for x, j g V9 = a, b , and dist V9, ­ V such that
k5 5u F C*.C V9.
 . w x  .This is only a slight variation of Proposition 2.4 ii of 18 . If g x, j '
 .f x, c y j for 0 F j F c y m, where m - c is the minimum of u on V, g
w .  .  .is extended smoothly to V = 0, ` , and we set u x s c q ¨ x , then
 . w x .   .. k¨ x F 0 on V and M ¨ x s g x, y¨ x . A C -estimate of ¨ on
kw x w xa y c, b y c = V9 gives a C -estimate of u on a, b = V9. Therefore,
 . w xLemma 2.2 is a consequence of Proposition 2.4 ii of 18 . Proposition
 . w x w x2.4 ii of 18 follows from a result of Pogorelov 17 .
Finally, we make use of the following known existence result.
LEMMA 2.3. Let V be a strictly con¨ex, bounded domain in R N, N G 2,
` ` .  xwith ­ V g C . Let f x, j be a positi¨ e C function on 0, c = V, where
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2c ) 0 is a constant. If there exists a C -function u#, which is con¨ex on V,
such that
w xM u# x G f x , u# x on V , .  . . u# x s c on ­ V , .
` .  .then there exists a solution u of D with u g C V and u strictly con¨ex.
 .  .Moreo¨er, u x G u# x on V.
w xThis is a special case of Theorem 7.1 of 4 in which f may depend on
=u and u may be equal to a smooth function on ­ V.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let V ; R N, N G 2, be a smooth, bounded con¨ex
` .  .domain. Assume c g C V , c x ) 0 on V, c N ­ V s 0, and
N ` . w x .  .  .y1 M c x ) 0 on V. Let p g C V with p x ) 0 on V. If g ) N,
N q 1
a s , 2.1 .
g y N
ya¨ x s c x , x g V , 2.2 .  .  .
 .then there exist constants c and c with 0 - c - c such that if w x s1 2 1 2 k
 .c ¨ x , thenk
gw xM w x ) p x w x on V , 2.3 .  .  .  .1 1
gw xM w x - p x w x on V . 2.4 .  .  .  .2 2
 .Proof. The jth column of the matrix ¨ is the sum of two columns.x xi j
The first of these two has entries
yacy aq1.c i s 1, . . . , N .x xi j
and the second has entries
a a q 1 cy aq2.c c i s 1, . . . , N . .  .x xi j
Since the determinant of a matrix is linear in each of its columns,
w x  . NM ¨ s det ¨ can be expressed as a sum of 2 determinants wherex xi j
each summand has as its jth column one of the two types given above.
Since for j / k the two columns
col c c , c c , . . . , c c .x x x x x x1 j 2 j N j
and
col c c , c c , . . . , c c .x x x x x x1 k 2 k N k
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are proportional, any of the 2 N summands which have two different
columns of the second type are zero. Therefore,
N
w xM ¨ s det ¨ s D q D , . x x ji j
js1
 .where D is the determinant whose i, j th entry is
yacy aq1.cx xi j
and D , j s 1, . . . , N, is the determinant obtained from D by replacementj
of the jth column of D by the column with entries
a a q 1 cy aq2.c c , i s 1, . . . , N. . x xi j
 .Therefore, if we denote the cofactor of the i, j th entry of the matrix
 .  .c by C c , thenx x i ji j
N N yNaq1.w x w xM ¨ s y1 a c M c .
N N
Ny1 N yNaq1.y1q y1 a a q 1 c C c c c . 2.5 .  .  .  .  i j x xi j
js1 is1
 .Since the matrix c is symmetric, if we writex xi j
=c s col c , c , . . . , c , .x x x1 2 N
then, by the formula for the inverse of a matrix,
N N
Tw xC c c c s M c =c B c =c 2.6 .  .  .  .  i j x xi j
is1 js1
 .Twhere =c is the row matrix
c , c , . . . , cx x x1 2 N
 .  .and B c is the inverse of the matrix c .x xi j
 .We claim that the matrix B c is negative definite on V. In fact, since
N . w x  .y1 M c ) 0 on V, no eigenvalue of c can be zero at any point ofx xi j
 .V. Therefore, by continuity of the eigenvalues of c , they all have thex xi j
same sign throughout V and, since the Hessian matrix of c is negative
semidefinite at the point in V where c assumes its maximum on V, the
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 .eigenvalues of c are negative throughout V. Hence, the same is truex xi j
 .of the inverse matrix B c , and the claim is established.
From the above we infer the existence of a number d ) 0 such that1
T 25 5=c B c =c F yd =c on V . 2.7 .  .  .1
 . .  .Since c x is negative definite on V, trace c s c q ??? qx x x x x xi j i j 1 1
 .c s Dc - 0. Therefore, since D yc ) 0 on V and yc attains itsx xN N
maximum on V at each point of ­ V, it follows from the maximum
principle that there exists an open set U containing ­ V such that
5 5=c x G d ) 0, ; x g U . 2.8 .  .2
 .Let p and p be constants such that p F p x F p ; x g V. From1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .2.1 ag s N a q 1 q 1, so if c ) 0 it follows from 2.5 and 2.6 that
N TN N yagw x w xM c¨ s y1 c M c a c c y a q 1 =c B c =c . 2.9 .  .  .  .  .
Since g ) N, it follows that if c is a large positive number, then for all
x g V
g yaggw x w xM c¨ x y p x c¨ x F M c¨ x y c p c x - 0. 2.10 .  .  .  .  .  . . 1
 .  .  .yaLet c ) 0 be so large that 2.4 holds if w x s c c x .2 2 2
 .  .From 2.7 and 2.9 with c s 1, we have that for x g V,
yagN 2N 5 5w x w xM ¨ x G y1 M c x a c x c x q a q 1 d =c . .  .  .  .  .  . 1
 . 5  .5Since, by 2.8 , =c x is bounded below by a positive constant in a
neighborhood U of ­ V and c is bounded below by a positive constant on
V y U, we infer the existence of d ) 0 such that2
yg aw xM ¨ x G d c x .  .2
for all x g V. Therefore, since g ) N, if c ) 0 is small then
g yagN gw xM c¨ x y p x c¨ x G d c y p c c x ) 0 .  .  .  . .  .2 2
for all x g V. Therefore, we can choose a constant c with 0 - c - c1 1 2
 .  .  .such that if w x s c ¨ x , then 2.3 holds. This proves Proposition 2.4.1 1
Until the final section we shall assume that V is a smooth, bounded,
N ` .strictly, con¨ex domain in R , i.e., there exists w g C V such that w s 0
 .on ­ V, =w / 0 on ­ V, and the matrix w is positive definite in V. It isx xi j
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N . w x  .clear that if c s yw, then y1 M c ) 0 in V and c x ) 0 for
x g V.
THEOREM 2.1. Let V be a smooth, bounded, strictly con¨ex domain in
N ` .  .R , N G 2, and let p g C V with p x ) 0 for all x g V. If g ) N, then
there exists a unique solution u of the boundary blowup problem
gw xM u x s p x u x x g V .  .  .
BB . u x ª ` as dist x , ­ V ª 0, .  .
` .such that u g C V . Moreo¨er, there exist constants k ) 0 and k such1 2
that
ya ya
k d x , ­ V F u x F k d x , ­ V , .  .  .1 2
 .where a is as in 2.1 .
Proof. From the remarks preceding the statement of the theorem there
 .  .exists c satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4. Let w x and w x1 2
 4`be as in Proposition 2.4. Let s be a strictly increasing sequencen 1
of positive numbers such that s ª ` as n ª `, and let V s x gn n
 . 4V N w x - s . Since any level surface of w is a level surface of c , for1 n 1
each n G 1, ­ V is a strictly convex C`-submanifold of R N of dimensionn
N y 1.
` .Using Lemma 2.3, there exists u g C V for n G 1 such thatn n
w x gM u s p x u on V .n n n < <u ­ V s s s w ­ Vn n n 1 n
 .and u x is strictly convex on V and satisfiesn n
u x G w x on V . 2.11 .  .  .n 1 n
From the fact that
u x s w x F w x , ; x g ­ V , .  .  .n 1 2 n
 .equation 2.4 , and Lemma 2.1, we see that
w x G u x on V . 2.12 .  .  .2 n n
Clearly,
V ; V for n ) 1 2.13 .n nq1
and
`
V s V . 2.14 .D n
ns1
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We claim that
u x F u x , ; x g V . 2.15 .  .  .n nq1 n
w x  .  .gIndeed, since u and u are both positive solutions of M u s p x u xn nq1
on V , u is strictly convex in V and, for x g ­ V ; V ,n n n n nq1
u x G w x s u x , .  .  .nq1 1 n
 .the inequality 2.15 is a consequence of Lemma 2.1.
Let x g V be fixed. If m is so large that x g V , then for all n G m,0 0 m
we have
w x F u x F u x F w x . .  .  .  .1 0 n 0 nq1 0 2 0
 .Therefore, lim u x exists. Since x is arbitrary we see that fornª` n 0 0
x g V,
lim u x s u x .  .n
nª`
exists and
w x F u x F w x , ; x g V . .  .  .1 2
` . w x  . gTo finish the proof we show that u g C V and that M u s p x u in
V. Fix an integer m. For n ) m
V ; V ,m n
w x  . g  .M u s p x u in V , u x s s s constant on ­ V , and for x gn n n n n n
 .  .V , a F u x F b, where a is the minimum of w x on V and b is them n 1 m
 .maximum of w x on V . Moreover, for n ) m,2 m
0 - dist V , ­ V F dist V , ­ V - dist V , ­ V . . .  .m mq1 m n m
Let j G 3 be an integer. Since u is convex on V , it follows from Lemman n
2.2 that there exists a constant C* such that if n ) m, then
a< <D u x F C*, ; x g V , .n m
where Dau is any partial derivative of u of order F j. It follows fromn n
  .4`   .4`Ascoli’s lemma that there exists a subsequence u x of u x suchn 1 n mq1j
that if Dg is any partial derivative operator of order F j y 1, then the
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g ` jy1  .4  .sequence D u x converges uniformly on V . Hence u g C Vn 1 m mj
and for x g V ,m
gw x w xM u x s lim M u x s lim p x u x .  .  .  .n nj jjª` jª`
gs p x u x . .  .
Since j G 3 was arbitrary and m G 1 is arbitrary, this argument proves that
` . w x  . gu g C V and M u s p x u on V.
To establish the estimates given by the last statement of the theorem it
 .  .suffices to note that since c x ) 0 in V and =c x / 0 for x g ­ V,
there exist constants a ) 0 and a such that for all x g V,1 2
a dist x , ­ V F c x F a dist x , ­ V . 2.16 .  .  .  .1 2
Therefore, from the form of w and w given in Proposition 2.4 and the1 2
 .  .  .fact that w x F u x F w x for all x ; V, we infer the existence of1 2
 .ya  .constants k ) 0 and k such that k dist x, ­ V F u x F1 2 1
 .yak dist x, ­ V .2
 .Uniqueness of the solution of BB can be established using an argu-
ment analogous to the one used to prove uniqueness for a boundary
w xblowup problem for the Laplacian in 12 . Given a constant k with 1 - k,
let
1
V s x N x g V .k  5k
 .  .  .Suppose that u x and u x are both solutions of BB . Let k ) 1 and let1 2
 .  .w x s cu kx for x g V . We have that for x g V ,1 k k
gN 2 Nw xM w x s c k p kx u kx .  .  .1
gNyg 2 Ns c k p kx w x . .  .
 .If we choose c s c k so that
p x .
Nygc s min ,2 Nk p kx .xgV k
 .then c k ª 1 as k ª 1 and
gw xM w x F p x w x .  .  .
 .  .for all x g V . We claim that u x F w x for all x g V . Assuming onk 2 k
 .  .the contrary that u x ) w x for some x g V , it follows that, since2 0 0 0 k
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 .  .w x ª ` as x ª ­ V while u x is bounded on V , there exists ak 2 k
 .  .subdomain D of V such that x g D, D ; V , u x ) w x in D, andk 0 k 2
 .  . w x  . g w xu x s w x for x g ­ D. However, since M u s p x u and M w F2 2 2
 . g   .p x w in V , this gives a contradiction to Lemma 2.1. The matrix uk 2 x xi j
is obviously positive definite in V since its eigenvalues are never zero and
.must consequently always be positive since u attains a minimum on V.2
This contradiction shows that for any k ) 1,
u x F c k u kx .  .  .2 1
for all x g V . Since every x g V is contained in V for k close enoughk k
 .  .to 1, it follows, by letting k ª 1, that u x F u x on V. Similarly2 1
 .  .  .u x F u x on V so solutions of BB are unique. This proves the1 2
theorem.
We also have the following negative result.
THEOREM 2.2. Let V be a bounded domain in R N, N G 2. Let p be
 .continuous on V, with p x ) 0 on V. If 0 - g F N, then there cannot exist
2 .  .u g C V such that u x G 0 on V, and
gw xM u x s p x u x x g V .  .  .
2.17 . u x ª ` as dist x , ­ V ª 0. .  .
 .Proof. Let a s a , . . . , a g V and let1 N
N
2z x s exp k x y a , .  . j j
js1
where k G 1 is a constant to be determined. We have for 1 F i, j F N,
z x s 4k 2 x y a x y a z x , if i / j, .  .  .  .x x i i j ji j
and for 1 F i F N,
22z x s 2k q 4k x y a z x . .  .  . .x x i ii i
 .Therefore, if z denotes the Hessian matrix of z, thenx xi j
2z x s z x 2kI q 4k x y a x y a , .  .  .  . .  .x x i i j ji j
 . ..where I is the N = N identity matrix and x y a x y a is the matrixi i j j
 .  . . w x .whose i, j th entry is x y a x y a . We evaluate M z x si i j j
 . .  . .det z x as the product of the eigenvalues of z x . Since any twox x x xi j i j
 . ..different columns of the matrix x y a x y a are proportional, thei i j j
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rank of this matrix is at most 1. Therefore N y 1 of the eigenvalues of this
matrix are equal to 0 and the other eigenvalue is equal to the trace of this
matrix which is
N
2x y a . . j j
js1
 . .  .It follows that N y 1 of the eigenvalues of z x are equal to 2kz xx xi j
and the other eigenvalue is equal to
N
22z x 2k q 4k x y a . .  . j j
js1
Therefore, for x g R N,
NN Nw xM z x G 2 k z x . .  .
Assume, contrary to the assertion of the theorem, that there exists a
 .solution u of the problem 2.17 . Let A G 1 be so large that
A ) u a .
 .  . Nand let w x s Az x . We have for x g R ,
NN N N Nw x w xM w x s A M z x G 2 A k z x . .  .  .
 .If p is an upper bound for p x on V, then2
gw xM w x G p x w x on V , 2.18 .  .  .  .
provided that for x g V
gNN N N g2 A k z x G p A z x .  .2
or
NygN Nyg N2 A k z x G p on V . . 2
 .  .Since z x G 1 for all x and g F N, we can choose k so large that 2.18
holds.
 .  .  .  .  .Since w a s Az a s A ) u a and u x ª ` as dist x, ­ V ª 0,
 .while w x is continuous on V, we infer the existence of an open set D
 .  .  .  .such that a g D, D ; V, u x - w x for x g D, and u x s w x for
g .  .x g ­ D. However, since for x g V, the function f x, j s p x j is
w x .  .  .gstrictly increasing in j on 0 F j - `, M u x s p x u x in D,
w x .  .  .g  . M w x G p x w x in D, the matrix w is positive definite on D itsx xi j
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.eigenvalues are all positive on D , and w s u on ­ D, it follows from
 .  .Lemma 2.1 that w x F u x in D. This contradiction shows that the
 .problem 2.17 cannot have a solution and the theorem is proved.
We conclude this section with a brief treatment of the generalized
Bieberbach problem discussed in the introduction.
THEOREM 2.3. Let V be a smooth, bounded strictly con¨ex domain in
N ` .  .R , N G 2. If p g C V and p x ) 0 for all x g V, then there exists a
` .unique u g C V such that
w x u x .M u x s p x e x g V .  .
GBP . u x ª ` as dist x , ­ V ª 0. .  .
 .  .  .   .y Nq1..Moreo¨er, if d x s dist x, ­ V then u x y ln d x is bounded
on V.
` .Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let c be a function in C V
N .  . w x .such that c x ) 0 and y1 M c x ) 0 for all x g V, and c s 0 and
=c / 0 for all x g ­ V. Let
¨ x s y N q 1 ln c x q k .  .  .
where k is a constant. We have that for 1 F i, j F N,
N q 1 N q 1 .  .
¨ s y c q c c .x x x x x x2i j i j i jc c
w x NTherefore the determinant M ¨ is the sum of 2 determinants where in
each summand the jth column has one of two forms, the first form having
 .the entries y N q 1 c rc , i s 1, . . . , N, and the second form havingx xi j
 . 2the entries N q 1 c c rc , i s 1, . . . , N. Since for k / j the columnx xi j
 . 2having entries N q 1 c c rc , i s 1, . . . , N, is proportional to thex xi j
 . 2column having entries N q 1 c rc , i s 1, . . . , N, it follows from thex xi j
argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that
N N yNw x w xM ¨ s y1 N q 1 c M c .  .
Ny1 N TyNq1.w xq M c y1 N q 1 c =c B c =c .  .  .  .
 .  .where B c is the inverse of the matrix c . As in the proof of Theoremx xi j
 .2.1, B c is negati¨ e definite at each point of V.
We can write
w x y Nq1.M ¨ s F c c .
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where
N N TF c s y1 N q 1 M c c y =c B c =c . .  .  .  .  .  .
Since =c / 0 on ­ V and c ) 0 on V, there exist constants b ) 0 and b1 2
such that
b F F c x F b , ; x g V . .  .1 2
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let p ) 0 and p be constants such that1 2
 .p F p x F p for all x g V. Let k be a large positive constant satisfying1 2 2
p ek 2 G b ,1 2
and let k - k be a constant, possibly negative, satisfying1 2
p ek1 F b .2 1
If for j s 1, 2
w x s ¨ x q k s y N q 1 ln c q k , 2.19 .  .  .  .j j j
then
 .  .y Nq1 y Nq1w xM w x s M ¨ x s F c x c x F b c x .  .  .  .  .  .2 2
 .y Nq1k w  x .2 2F p e c x F p x e , .  .1
and
 .y Nq1 w  x .1w xM w x s M ¨ x G b c x G p x e . .  .  .  .1 1
 .  .Since w x - w x on V, a repetition of the argument used in the Proof1 2
` .of Theorem 2.1 shows that there exists a function u g C V such that
w x F u x F w x 2.20 .  .  .  .1 2
for all x g V and
w x u x .M u x s p x e .  .
on V.
 .  .  .To estimate how fast u x tends to infinity as d x ª 0, where d x s
 .  .dist x, ­ V , let a and a be constants such that 2.16 holds. We have that1 2
for x g V,
yln d x y ln a F yln c x F yln d x y ln a , .  .  .2 1
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 .and therefore, for x g V, it follows from 2.19 that
 .y Nq1w x F ln d x q c , .  . .2 2
 .y Nq1w x G ln d x q c , .  . .1 1
 .where c and c are constants. Hence, from 2.20 , we see that the1 2
difference
 .y Nq1u x y ln d x .  . .
is bounded on V.
To prove uniqueness we have an argument similar to the one used to
prove the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1. Again, without loss of general-
ity, we may assume that 0 g V. Assume that u and u are both solutions1 2
 .of GBP , let k ) 1, let V ; V be defined as in the proof of Theoremk
2.1, and for x g V letk
w x s u kx y ln c, .  .1
where c is a positive constant to be determined. For x g V,
w x 2 N w x 2 N u1k x . 2 N w x .M w x s k M u kx s k p kx e s ck p kx e . .  .  .  .1
If we let
p x .
c s c k s min , . 2 Nk p kx .xgV k
then
c k ª 1 as k ª 1 .
and
w x w x .M w x F p x e , ; x g V . .  . k
 .  .  .Since w x ª ` as dist x, ­ V ª 0 and u x is bounded on V , thek 2 k
same argument used in proving the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1 shows
that
u x F w x s u kx y ln c k .  .  .  .2 1
 .for all x g V . Fixing x g V and letting k ª 1, we obtain u x Fk 0 2 0
 .  .  .  .  .u x . Hence u x F u x for all x g V. similarly, u x F u x on V1 0 2 1 1 2
so u ' u . This proves the theorem.1 2
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3. ANOTHER SINGULAR PROBLEM
In this section we apply the methods used to study boundary blowup
problems to study the problem
yg¡ w xM u x s p x yu x x g V .  .  . .~ S .u x - 0 in V , .¢ u x s 0 x g ­ V , .
2 .  .where g ) 0. By a solution we mean a function u g C V l C V such
w x  . .gthat M u s p x yu in V and u s 0 on ­ V.
THEOREM 3.1. Let V and p be as in Theorem 2.1. If g ) 1, then there
 .exists a unique solution of S . Moreo¨er, if
N q 1
a s , 3.1 .
N q g
 .  .then the solution u x of S satisfies
a a
c dist x , ­ V F u x F c dist x , ­ V 3.2 .  .  .  .1 2
where c and c are negati¨ e constants.1 2
` ` .  .  .Proof. Let w g C V be a function such that w g C V , w x - 0 in
 .  .V, w x s 0 for x g ­ V, and the matrix w is positive definite on V.x xi j
Let
a¨ x s y yw x , .  . .
 .where a is as in 3.1 . We have for 1 F i, j F N,
ay1 ay2¨ s a yw w y a a y 1 yw w w . .  .  .x x x x x xi j i j i j
Using the same reasoning as that in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we compute
that
 .N ay1Nw x w xM ¨ s a yw M w .
N N
 .N ay1 y1Nq a 1 y a yw C w w w , .  .  .  i j x xi j
is1 js1
 . w x w xwhere C w is the cofactor of the i, j entry of M w . If E w is thei j
 .inverse of the matrix w , thex xi j
 . TN ay1 y1 Nw x w xM ¨ s M w yw a yw q 1 y a =w E w =w . .  .  .  .  .
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Let
TNw xG x s M w a yw q 1 1 y a =w E w =w . .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Since w is positive definite on V, E w is positive definite on V.x xi j
Therefore, since 1 y a ) 0, yw ) 0 in V, and =w / 0 on ­ V, there exist
constants b ) 0 and b such that1 2
b F G x F b , ; x g V . .1 2
 .  .From 3.1 we compute that N a y 1 y 1 s yag and, therefore,
agw xM ¨ s yw G x . .  .
 .If 0 - p F p x F p on V where p and p are constant, then for a1 2 1 2
positive constant c, it follows from the above that for x g V,
yg yag N ygw xM c¨ x y p x yc¨ x F yw x b c y p c .  .  .  . .  .  .2 1
and
yg ag N ygw xM c¨ x y p x yc¨ x G yw x b c y p c . .  .  .  . .  . 1 2
If c is a small positive constant chosen so that2
b c N y p cyg - 0,2 2 1 2
and c ) c is a large positive constant chosen so that1 2
b c N y p cyg ) 0,1 1 2 1
 .  .and we set w x s c ¨ x for k s 1, 2, then sincek k
ya¨ x s y yw x - 0 .  . .
on V, we have that
w x - w x - 0 on V , .  .1 2
ygw xM w x G p x yw x on V , .  .  . .1 1
and
ygw xM w x F p x yw x on V . .  .  . .2 2
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 .  . .ygSince the function f x, j s p x yj is strictly increasing in j for
y` - j - 0, the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 yield the
existence of a function u defined on V such that
w x - u x - w x , x g V , .  .  .1 2
and
ygw xM u x s p x yu x , x g V . .  .  . .
 .  .The estimates 3.2 follow from the fact that since w x - 0 in V and
=w / 0 on ­ V, there exist constants a ) 0 and a such that for x g V,1 2
a dist x , ­ V F yw x F a dist x , ­ V . .  .  .1 2
 .Uniqueness of the solution of 3.1 follows easily from Lemma 2.1. If
 .  .  .u x and u x are two solutions of 3.1 and there were a point x in V1 2 0
 .  .such that u x - u x , then there would exist a domain D such that1 0 2 0
 .  .  .  .x g D : V, u x - u x in D, and u x s u x for x g ­ D. Since0 1 2 1 2
 .  . .yg  .f x, j s p x yj is strictly increasing on y`, 0 , and since the facts
w xthat M u ) 0 on V and u attains its minimum on V at a point in V1
 .implies that matrix u is positive definite on V, we have a contradic-1 x xi j
tion to Lemma 2.1. Therefore, u s u and the proof of Theorem 3.1 is1 2
complete.
4. REMARKS ON RELAXATION OF REGULARITY OF V
Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 were proved under the assumption that there
` .exists w g C V such that w s 0 on ­ V, =w / 0 on ­ V, and the matrix
 .w is positive definite in V. In this section we briefly indicate how ax xi j w x w xresult of Lions 15 and ideas used by the authors in 13 can be used to
establish the following improvement:
Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 remain true if it is only assumed that p g
` .  .C V l C V , and there are constants p ) 0 and p such that p F1 2 1
 .p x F p for all x g V, and V satisfies the following condition:2
N 2 .  .V : The region V ; R is bounded and there exists w g C V such that
 .w s 0 on ­ V and the matrix w is positi¨ e definite on V.x xi j
We indicate the modification in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
First we note that there exist numbers R ) 0 and R ) 0 such that if1 2
x g ­ V, then there exist balls B and B , having radii R and R0 1 2 1 2
respectively, such that
B ; V ; B , 4.1 .1 2
 4­ B l ­ V s ­ B l ­ V s x . 4.2 .1 2 0
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` 1 .  .We observe that there exists a function u g C V l C V such that
 .  .u x - 0 for x g V, u N ­ V s 0, and the matrix u is positive definitex xi j
w xin V. In fact, Lions 15 has proved the existence of such a u which is a
w x  .N‘‘first eigenfunction of M ’’ in V, in the sense that M u s ylu in V,
where l ) 0.
 4`Let « be a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers such thatn 1
  . 4« ª 0 as n ª ` and for each integer n let V s x g V N u x F y« .n n n
We have that V ; V ; V and V is the union of the V , forn nq1 n
n s 1, 2, . . . . Since the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied for V andn
 . ` .p x for n G 1, there exists a u g C V such that u ) 0 in V ,n n n
w x  . g  .M u s p x u in V g ) N is fixed throughout this argument , andn n n
 .  .u x ª ` as dist x, ­ V ª 0. Using Lemma 2.1 and an argument usedn n
several times before, it follows that if n G 1, then
u x F u x , ; x g V . 4.3 .  .  .nq1 n n
 .To obtain a lower bound for u x for x g V let x g V and let xn n 1 n 0
be a point on ­ V closest to x . Let B be a ball of radius R such that1 2 2
 4V ; B and ­ V l ­ B s x . The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satis-2 2 0
fied for the region B and the constant function p . Therefore, there2 2
` .  .exists z g C B such that z x ) 0 in B ,2 2 2 2
w x gM z s p z in B 4.4 .2 2 2 2
and
ya
z x G s dist x , ­ B 4.5 .  .  .2 2 2
 .  .where a s N q 1 r g y N and s is a positive constant. Since the2
 .equation 4.4 is invariant under translation, the same constant s will ser¨ e2
for any such ball B regardless of the particular point x g ­ V. For x g V ,2 0 n
w x g  . gM z s p z G p x z . Therefore, since z is bounded on V while u2 2 2 2 2 n n
 .  .becomes infinite on ­ V , it follows from Lemma 2.1 that u x G z xn n 2
for x g V . In particular,n
ya ya
u x G z x G s dist x , ­ B s s dist x , ­ V . .  .  .  .n 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Since x g V was arbitrary and s is independent of x , we see that1 n 2 0
ya
u x G s dist x , ­ V , n G 1, x g V . 4.6 .  .  .n 2 n
 .  .Since u x F u x for x g V , the argument used in the proof ofnq1 n n
` .  .Theorem 2.1 shows that there exists u g C V such that lim u x snª` n
 .u x on V and
gw xM u x s p x u x , x g V . 4.7 .  .  .  .
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 .Moreover, from 4.6 we have
ya
u x G s dist x , ­ V 4.8 .  .  .2
for all x g V.
 .Let x g V and assume that dist x , ­ V - R . Let x g ­ V be a point1 1 1 0
in ­ V closest to x and let B be a ball of radius R such that B ; V1 1 1 1
 4and ­ B l ­ V s x . Since the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied1 0
for B and the constant function p , there exists a function z , such that1 1 1
w x gM z s p z in B , z N ­ B s `, z ) 0 in B , and there exists s ) 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
such that for x g B ,1
ya
z x F s dist x , ­ B . 4.9 .  .  .1 1 1
Since the P.D.E. satisfied by z is translation invariant, s can be chosen1 1
independent of x g ­ V.0
w x .  .  .gSince M z x F p x z x on B , z N ­ B s ` which u is finite on1 1 1 1
 4  . w x­ B y x , and 4.7 holds, the argument used in 13, pp. 1003]10041 0
 .  .shows that u x F z x in B . In particular,1 1
ya ya
u x F z x F s dist x , ­ B s s dist x , ­ V . .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .Since x was any point in V with dist x , ­ V - R and s is inde-1 1 1 1
 .  .yapendent of x g ­ V, it follows that u x F s dist x, ­ V if0 1 1
 .dist x, ­ V - R . By making s larger, if necessary, we can ensure that1 1
ya
u x F s dist x , ­ V , ; x g V . 4.10 .  .  .1
Since the uniqueness part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 did not make use
 .  .of the regularity of ­ V and only required that p g C V and p x ) 0 on
V, we see that under the hypotheses given at the beginning of this section,
 .  .  .there exists a unique solution u of BB and the estimates 4.8 and 4.10
hold.
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